Abstract -Johann Georg Pasch was a very prolific author who published a large number of books during the third quarter of the seventeenth century. Some of these included physical exercises with a long staff and presented by Pasch himself as coming from France. Among all the known editions, four different versions can be isolated; this offers the possibility to study the filiation of the edition process. This study is combined with a textual criticism of the material, beginning with a comprehensive biography from the author and finishing with the questioning of the French origin.
I. INTRODUCTION
The main goal of this article is to propose a critical edition of the long staff material from Johann Georg Pasch, coupled with a history of publication and the filiation of editions. The growing interest in this subject over the last few years is demonstrated notably by three distinct translations in English. 1 There are also other purposes, since this critical edition is not just a mere transcription: it has to stay faithful to the German type of scholarly edition, to analyze the text's origin and provenance. 2 This paper will thus present first a contextualization of the text, including biographical information and then a description of the content. 2 For an introduction to textual criticism and the differences between English and German tradition in that matter, see Gabler, Textual Criticism. also used Pasche. The German libraries catalogs often used the modern German form Pasch as did also Schlöttermüller in his edition of the dance treatise. 3 The choice for this article was to use the modern form of this name instead of the historical spelling for the sake of clarity and consistency.
Despite there being a huge number of books published under his name, very little information about Johann Georg Pasch is available, except for what can be found in his own words, as recently pointed out by Wellmann. 4 Fortunately, a valuable source of information about the life of Pasch has been found some time ago: a long sermon written and printed for his funeral, printed as was the custom at the time. 5 Some of the information from this document has not been confirmed and should be handled with caution. It states that Johann Georg was born on September 9 th 1628 in Dresden. His mother, Magdalena Frauenstein was the daughter of Georg Frauenstein, a businessman and member of the city council of Dresden. His father, Johann Pasch, was a servant at the court of the Prince of Saxony and his grandfather, Joachim Pasch, first minister of the protestant church of Zittau. The sermon does not give any information about his siblings, but he was possibly one of the younger children as his parents preferred him to begin work early. Pasch, who certainly received a good education, preferred instead to continue his studies in Zittau, Berlin and finally in the Marienstift Gymnasium of Stettin, in the Pomerania, where he received a classical education in Latin. 6 The student registers stored in the city's archives are only available from 1793 onwards. Therefore it is difficult to estimate how long he stayed at this school, but it was probably until between 1643 and 1645.
The sermon further ascertains that Hugh Hamilton recruited Pasch directly from the school to serve as private tutor for his children in the city of Gdańsk, but also that Pasch went to Greifswald, and then Rostock, after staying in Gdańsk, without giving any accurate dates. Hamilton was an Irish colonel, serving in the Scottish armies of the Swedish Empire of Sweden, which at that time, controlled most of the Pomerania. Hamilton was named commander of the regiment in Riga in 1641 and took position at Greifswald in 1645. 7 It is very likely that Pasch entered Hamilton's service of Hamilton before he was recorded in Greifswald, but probably not long before that, because Pasch was only eighteen years old at the time. The funeral sermon also states that Pasch pursued his studies in both cities, Greifswald and Rostock, which each had a well-established university. 8 He studied physical exercises such as fencing, wrestling, flag waving, and also playing the lute. It is very tempting to imagine these military studies were carried out with the help and influence of the colonel Hamilton, or at least in one of the regiments he was in charge of. Pasch informed us that his military knowledge about maneuvers with muskets came from an experienced officer, which is possibly a reference to Hamilton: Lieber Leser, nach dem ich das sehr nützliche Exercitium mit der Mußquet von einem Exercitio erharnen Officirer erlernet. 9 The sermon informs us that in 1649, Pasch went back to his homeland, but stayed there only briefly before going to the University of Wittenberg in 1650, where he produced and published two legal dissertations in 1652 and 1655. 10 Anecdotally, the second dissertation is a juridical analysis of the famous kidnapping of the two sons from the prince Frederick II by Kunz von Kaufungen in 1455. 11 The sermon also states that Pasch already gave lessons in physical and rhetorical exercises, both establishing him as a local celebrity among students, professors and also the young aristocracy. In 1656, he was installed as archivist of Duke Augustus, administrator of the Archbishopric of Magdeburg. The administrator was in fact a secular prince who acted as the archbishop in the Protestant province. Augustus was therefore Prince-elector of the Holy Roman Empire and the station of archivist was certainly a good opportunity for Pasch's career. 12 At this stage, Pasch was the perfect illustration of a new class of educated men coming from the burghers and serving the aristocracy as noted by Brunt. 13 The following year, on November 16, Pasch married Anna Margaretta Siegler, daughter of the burgomeister of Wittenberg. This is confirmed by a small printed collection of the poems and songs played during the feast. 14 The couple had four children together, Anna Margaretha, born on 03/02/1659, Ehrenfried Christian, born on 05/06/1661, Anna Catharina, born on 18/03/1663 and Augustus, born on 10/01/1666 but surviving only one month. 15 At an unknown date, Pasch became the secretary of the chancellor of Thuringia, probably after Augustus inherited the title of Duke of Saxe-Weissenfels. Finally, in 1662, he was appointed Pagenhofmeister at a page school located in Halle (Saale). I have not been able 8 Guntau, Die frühen norddeutschen Universitätsgründungen Rostock und Greifswald. 9 Deutliche Beschreibung von dem Exerciren in der Musquet und Pique, before the last page of the musket section, the second page that received the number 35. 10 Dissertatio Politica de Legato Dissertatio in 1652 and De Plagio Kaufungiano in 1655. 11 This subject of historical study is still fashionable. See in particular Der Altenburger Prinzenraub 1455. I am also indebted to Bert Gevaert for the analysis of the Latin text. 12 For more information about August, see Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie, 1, pp. 680-81. 13 Brunt, The Influence of the French Language, It is worth mentioning that the birth dates of the children did not appear in the funeral sermon for Johann Georg, but did appear in the funeral sermon for his wife. See Christoph Schrader, Die treue Gehülffin, p. 7.
to find any description for this post. In his bilingual treatise of 1673, Pasch translated it into French as Gouverneur des pages. This position could have been created due to the influence of the French court, 16 but this has yet to be confirmed. However, if it is true, this post had nothing to do with sport and military training. The governor of the pages is the manager for the pages' institutions. At the French court, the pages were young boys coming from noble families who had the opportunity to serve at the court for a year or more. They also received some kind of education. The governor of the pages was responsible for the entire range of the pages' service. 17 In 1674, Pasch was involved in a project for founding a new Academy for the young aristocracy of the court of Saxony, probably following the model of different Ritterakademien that flourished in Germany during the mid-seventeenth century. 18 Moreover, in 1675 he received a salary of 100 thalers from the Oberlausitz court for an unspecified role. However, the archive mentions him as churfürstlich sächsischen Cämmerirer which means member of the court of the Prince of Saxony. 19 According to her funeral sermon, Pasch's wife became sick and died on August 23 1678. 20 Pasch himself had fallen ill during the summer and had to stay home because of tremors. His funeral sermon suggested a link between these tremors and a blow he received on the left side of the head. However, this is far from certain, especially since this sermon did not even mention the disease of his wife. A contagious disease is a far more likely candidate for explaining his death than a blow received two months before. Eventually, Johann Georg Pasch died 49 years old, on September 1 st , 1678. 16 Brunt reports that the court of Versailles was the ideal for the German aristocracy, who imitated in architecture, dress and way of life. Read in particular pp. 3-4 and pp. 27-28. 17 
II.1.2. Pasch, the author
Each phase of the life of Pasch seems linked by printed books. His first contact with the literary world was the publication of two legal dissertations in 1652 and 1655 at the University of Wittenberg. 21 His second was the publication of his wedding's songbook. 22 He then produced an astonishing number of publications and re-publications between 1657 and 1673. Indeed Pasch was one of the most prolific authors on the subjects of body movements and physical exercises of that period. The number of subjects he addressed was impressive: partisan, flag waving, vaulting on horses or tables, wrestling, fencing with on the thrust and on the cut, and the long staff. He also produced books about dancing, military maneuvers with muskets and pikes, and even about the art of fortification. His books are either compilations of the subjects listed above, or monographs. And, as will be demonstrated through his work on the long staff, each subject was continuously refined or simply evolved with each edition, in such way that a comprehensive bibliography from his entire works with classification of each content goes largely outside the scope of this paper.
It is difficult to tell which parts of his work are his own work or which are copied, translated or adapted from other works. For example, Krebs suggested that his art of carving and serving the meat is an abbreviated form of an older German book about the same subject. 23 On the other hand, Hazebroucq explained that his material about the art of dancing is unique and important in the history of that art, in particular as it is the only source giving technical details about French dances from the mid-seventeenth century. 24 What could have been the motivations of Pasch to write so many books? In his first book, published in 1657 when he had just become archivist, he explained his reasons for producing it. He claimed that after a certain time spent studying and also teaching physical exercises (Exercitia corporis) to groups of people, good friends suggested that he publish these exercises. Such entourage certainly helped him in time where it was very difficult to publish in Germany without any patronage. 25 However, it is conceivable that the production of the following books, especially between 1659 and 1661 helped him to get the job of governor of the pages in Halle. He also may have received special commissions from different patrons, which could explain why many of his books are dedicated to different people. As an example, Müller mentions a document proving that Pasch had received twenty thalers for the dedication of a book in 1670. 26 Nevertheless, unlike La Touche who addressed his book to the king of France expecting to receive the post of fencing master of the Dauphin, 27 Pasch did not dedicate any books directly to Prince August before 1670. Finally, as mentioned before, even his funeral sermon was printed.
II.2. Editions on the long staff or baston à deux bouts

II.2.1. The first version A and its partial edition a'
The first document from Pasch that mentioned the staff was his book entitled "Brief information about the pike, flag, partisan, hunting staff, vaulting, wrestling, fencing with thrust and cut, and finally how to carve and serve meat" (Kurtze I have only been able to consult the more recent edition but since all mentioned details are identical I am inclined to think that the text was likewise identical. Indeed, this last edition still contained the introduction dated from February 9 th 1657. The same year, in 1659, Pasch published another book on various subjects including some from this first one. It is unlikely that Pasch would have taken time to modify an old version while working on his new book.
As noted previously, Pasch explained in the introduction of this book that he produced it for his friends and his students. He certainly worked on the printed edition before being recruited as archivist, as on the title page he stated that he was a law student (LL.Studiosus). 28 However, it is worth noting that he also explained clearly that teaching such exercises was not his main profession: In Betrachtung die Exercitia niemals meine Profession gewesen.
This first book of 132 pages contains a long selection of different subjects. The works with the pike, wrestling and the serving art all received developed and detailed sections, while the section on the hunting staff or partisan (Jägerstock oder partisan) is limited to the titles of the different lessons. The other sections dedicated to fencing, flag waving and vaulting received an intermediate treatment: they each had an introduction followed by the titles of the lessons.
This list of lessons, included as an appendix to this article, closely follows the program developed in the later publications, and even contains some lessons left out of the later works. However, this proves that Pasch had already organized a large part of what would be published and developed in subsequent books. This also provides further evidence to suggest that Pasch already had a written version for the lessons, even if he did not publish it in this first book.
For that reason, I believe that at least one original edition existed, probably a manuscript version of the staff material from Pasch, unknown to us, that by convention receives the siglum A. The partial edition in 1657 is then limited to the title of each section and will be referenced later with the siglum a'.
II.2.2. Variant b, first complete edition
In 1659 Pasch published a second compilation of different materials under the long title: "Short but thorough briefing on the pike, drilling with the pike, the flag, the hunting staff, serving art, fencing on the thrust and the cut, vaulting on horses and on tables, wrestling, and dancing" (Kurtze City. This book was certainly a commission made by this bookseller himself to Pasch, which could explain why only the initials of the author, IGP, appeared on the title page. 29 The section on the hunting staff (Jägerstock) appears on folios 74 recto to 82 verso. The text is composed with an introduction of seven paragraphs followed by twenty-two lessons. This edition does not reproduce six lessons that are listed in a'. There is only one illustration at the beginning of the section, which is reproduced below. One should also note the presence of a staff with two points on the engraving at the beginning of the book. The engraver who produced these pictures signed his work by the monogram JHB but remains unknown at this date.
An interesting detail of the writing process of this text can be found in lessons 3, 6 and 16 of this edition. There, Pasch told us that he must himself at each time turn to the left: muß ich mich iederzeit lincks herum kehren. This is the only time that the first-person pronoun is used in Pasch's work on the staff. The first two of these lessons were modified in the next version, and the last in the e version. This could be seen as a proof that a previous version of the text existed which was written in the first-person. Pasch probably decided to modify all the pronouns to the third-person for the printed edition of the text. small book. The only exemplar consulted was bound with other books from Pasch printed the same year. It is actually the third document inside the book 8 ARS MIL 1106/3 from the State University Library of Lower Saxony of Goettingen. However, unlike the previous compilation, each document here is autonomous, which means that each has its own complete title page with edition date. It is thus not possible to determine whether it was distributed alone, or inside a larger compilation.
The most obvious improvement from the previous edition was the addition of a set of sixteen illustrations, with direct references to these inside the text. However, Pasch also proceeded to make minor modifications of the text, and combined the last two lessons into one. This version thus contained only 21 lessons.
II.2.4. Variant e, third complete edition and the hypothetical variant d
In 1666 32 The only exception is lesson 31, in which Pasch introduced a new exercise, the jumping thrust. This version was also the first one to give the French name baston à deux bouts, meaning "staff with two ends", to the material, before the German name jägerstock or "hunting staff".
One great improvement was the addition of a completely new set of 33 illustrations. These illustrations were certainly produced by Johann Georg Flach, an engraver who was in business with Pasch since at least 1661, in which year Flach put his monogram in the form of his initials, "JGF made it" (JGF Fecit) above the engraving in two books produced by Pasch. The dictionary of monograms of Brulliot confirmed that these initials are Flach's. Brulliot even noticed sarcastically that Flach was a "poor engraver who produced engravings for subjects of little importance". 33 In the book on the musket which contains a section on the long staff, the engraving on the front page holds the unambiguous text Johann George Flach Inven: et fecit 1667, which proves that Flach was also the artist who created the illustrations and that he did not only engrave them. This relation between Flach and Pasch was certainly strong as Flach was mentioned in the funeral sermon as being at the side of the couple during their sickness.
Finally, in this version, lessons 27 to 29 all made erroneous references to previous chapters (20 to 22 instead of 23 to 25 as expected). There is no such mistake in the b and c versions, and the next version, though being shortened, gave the correct reference in the 27 th lesson, to the previous 23 lesson. One can immediately set aside the idea of a direct copy of the known previous version as the numbers differed: the references were previously to lessons 15 to 17. Therefore, here it is possible to see added. Without any known published versions, it should be considered as a manuscript version. I therefore suggest to refer to this hypothetical version with the siglum D. If such an edition had existed, its production should be estimated between 1661 and 1665.
II.2.5. Variant f, the bilingual version
In 1673, Pasch published a huge compilation of different subjects all described in both German and French, printed in Halle (Saale), by Melchior Ölschlegel. In comparison to the previous version, the text for the staff has been shortened in many places, certainly to facilitate the presentation in two columns of both versions, in German and in French. Therefore, this version, despite being the most recent, should not be taken as the ideal version for the edition of the text. However, in some parts of the text it includes some improvements as well as corrections for rare mistakes.
There are three types of differences with the version e :
• removal of paragraphs,
• removal of a large section of the text from the introduction but also from the lessons, • improvements in the text and corrections of mistakes conserved in previous versions.
II.2.6. Filiation of editions
The following table summarizes the filiation of editions of the staff material from Pasch. The capital letters refer to handwritten versions, the lower case letters to printed versions. It is difficult to translate these old measures into modern ones, especially the finger for which there is no modern estimate. Maybe it simply means that the staff is as thick as four fingers aligned? In Germany, the exact length of the ell differed from one city to another between 50 to 80cm. Pasch was probably aware of the difficulty for a German reader to interpret this size as from the e version he added a more flexible indication "as high as a man can reach", which probably means the height from the ground to the top of the raised hand. Pasch probably used the Saxon ell length, which is about 56.6cm. 34 This gives a 1.98m staff, which is coherent with the second indication for a man of 1.60m tall. There is one particularity for this weapon that separates it from other pole arms: the two sides have the same thickness and each is provided with the same spear head. Pasch erroneously mentioned a "big extremity" (dicke Ende) in all editions except the last one, where this mention disappeared ( §2). This staff is thus a perfectly balanced weapon.
II.3.2. Vocabulary
Pasch seems to have used a common vocabulary shared between all the physical exercises taught. The most noticeable point is the large borrowing of French words. Brunt studied French influence on the German society in the mid-seventeenth century and the introduction of new fashions coming from France especially in the aristocracy. This influence led to a large production of technical literature, and also explains the extensive use of French vocabulary appearing in Pasch's work. Brunt concludes that from the last third of the seventeenth century, "the use of French words in German was obligatory for any German who wished to demonstrate his learning and superior social status." 35 Some of the French words used by Pasch had already been introduced in German at the end of the sixteenth century or during the first half of the seventeenth century, certainly during the thirty years war: to advance (marchieren), to engage (attaquieren), to defend (defendieren), a manner (Manier), a parry (Parade) or a pike (Pique). The only innovation was a verb to precisely describe to gliding the hands along the shaft (glissiren). According to Brunt's study, Pasch was even the first author to use this word. 36
II.3.3. Content
After a short introduction, Pasch proposes a set of exercises or lessons (Lection). The level of detail given is not specific to the staff but looks like the signature style of Pasch. This 34 Scholz and Vogelsang, Einheiten, p. 109 . 35 set of exercises follow the tradition of the military training of the soldier, 37 but brought to its highest point, thus leading Pasch to produce a work similar to the analytical methods of the nineteenth century.
Pasch includes many techniques for the student alone with his staff, describing movements without mentioning any target and out of the context of any opponent or opposition, like solo drills. There are also no exercises designed for a group demonstration, as typical for the pike or the flag drill. But they can be used for an individual drill before an audience, in which case Pasch asked to begin and finish the exercises with the salute ( §34) 38 .
He presents two types of thrusts, the Spanish-thrust and a thrust done in two times, first to the front and secondly to the back. The Spanish-thrust ( §2-9) is a thrust done while walking and switching hands position after each step. This is certainly derived from the pike exercises. 39 The thrust done front and back seems more particular to the two pointed staff, thrusting from the two sides alternatively ( §1 and 31). The first version mentioned a Spanishthrust done with crossed hands, but this was left out of the later versions.
Pasch proposes a unique type of parry, twirling the staff like a canoe paddle, from below or from above ( §11-12). Pasch also mentioned this parry in version A while turning around but this variant was not conserved in the later versions.
The lateral attacks were divided into two categories, depending on the trajectory of the staff. If the attack follows a near vertical plane, Pasch calls it a strike (Schlag). Otherwise, if the attack follows a near horizontal plane, it is a cut (Hieb).
Pasch proposed two different strikes: in one the hit is charged by passing the point of the staff above the head and switching the hands ( §7-10). The second is done by slipping one hand to another to project the opposite point, either from above, or from below ( §23-30).
There are three different "cuts". One is done with one hand holding the staff by its end and making it rotate. The second is a sort of moulinet done above the head or the shoulder, called a "cut all around" (Hiebe rund herumb) by Pasch. The third is a back and forth cut done from one side to another.
To these actions two salutes are added: one to be done in front of an audience, the other to show your prowess in front of strangers ( §34).
For each lesson, Pasch proposes a specific footwork pattern inside a limited list. Three of these are rotations which are really particular and probably specific to this weapon. The first is a rotation of a quarter turn done with the front foot fixed ( §1, §21-22). This could be coupled with a two steps forward to attack in such a way that rotation could be done with the same foot and in the same direction ( §2, §7, §9, §23, §27). The second is a cycle of four rotations, two half turns and two quarter turns coupled with one or two steps 37 For a good introduction to this subject, see Sikora, Die Mechanisierung des Kriegers. 38 All the numbers given here refer to the equivalent lesson in the critical edition. 39 For example, see the lesson 43 of the pike in the book printed in 1673.
between each rotation ( §3-5, §10, §15). The third is stepping straight but turning half around at each step ( §16). Strike above the head alone §7 §8, §10
Strikes from above §15-17 §23-26 Strikes from below §18-20 §27-30 Cuts Cuts with one hand §10 §13-15 moulinet moving straight while turning §11 §16
Cuts from the elbow §12 §17-20 moulinet in the four corners §13-14 §21-22 
. The French origin
In the introduction of the b version, Pasch claims that "this exercise at the present does not particularly flourish in Germany, while it is only common in France." He added in the title of the edition of 1670 that this material was "mostly translated, with diligence, from the French language to German." 40 Does Pasch pretend that this material is French to make it look more prestigious? It is not impossible that the weapon was first given a German name, the hunting staff. However, I have not been able to find any other mention of the use of such a weapon in a context of war or self-defense. This hunting staff could then be the closest German weapon resembling the French staff. However, Pasch also attributes the material to the partisan in the first version, and later to the half-pike and the jumping-staff and only uses directly the French name, baston à deux bouts in later versions.
The jumping-staff is certainly the name of a small spear. Based on a dictionary from 1662, the French military weapon called esponton, wich was a spear for officers, could be translated in German to half-pike or jumping-staff (eine halbe picke, ein springstock). 41 One should also note that Pasch dedicated a specific chapter to the partisan in his 1673 publication with a largely different group of lessons. Finally, yet importantly, the illustrations delivered with the manuals unambiguously show a weapon with two similar points at each extremity. This does not fit with any half-pike or any other similar weapon. It seems to me that Pasch conserved such German terms in parallel of the French word, bâton à deux bouts because, despite the trend for French vocabulary, this weapon was mostly unknown to his contemporary countrymen and did not have a proper name.
In parallel, the existence of a French cultural phenomenon around the weapon is unmistakable. I have been able to trace the persistence of the practice of staff fighting in France from the late fifteenth century through the nineteenth century. This was reinforced more recently by the discovery of an ordinance from 1501 only dedicated to staff play. Two points above all must be remembered, namely on the one hand that the Parisian fencing masters had to prove their skill with the long staff during their master examination in 1634. On the other hand, in France this weapon was associated to traveling workers above all social categories, which means that it was a very low class weapon! 42
The long staff material is not the only part that has a French origin. Hazebroucq showed clearly that the dances presented by Pasch came from France, even if no other description for them exists from that period. 43 Something similar seems to have happened with the staff. There are only a few French technical sources that give details about how to fence with the French staff during the seventeenth century.
The only fencing master who mentions this weapon in his treatise is Besnard, in 1653. He presents the staff with two ends as a weapon for artisans or other people of low social condition but does not give any advice for its use. 44 In 1678, Louys de Gaya published a military treatise in which he briefly mentions the staff with two ends in the following terms:
We can also add to the weapons the staff, commonly called with both ends (because of iron spikes, which are at the two extremities) which is a straight and smooth piece of wood. It is somewhat heavier and thicker than a pike, and its length is six and a half feet between the ferrules. These ferrules hold in place two spikes protruding four and a half inches from the staff. One wears it under the hip as a halberd, but the handling is different, because of all the variety of techniques it is possible to do with it. Half-moulinets can be used to assume a fencing guard, or during the approach. One can also use it to thrust or to beat. 45 The physical description of the staff is very accurate and close to that given by Pasch. De Gaya also mentions moulinets similar to those in the lessons of Pasch, but he remains too vague to make a proper comparison. The description given by Jacques Collombon in 1650 in his Traité de l'exercice militaire contains a large list of technical vocabulary, which is a much better source to compare with Pasch's techniques. The entire section is difficult to understand, but I have attempted a partial translation given below, and a complete reproduction in extenso in the appendix.
The staff with two ends can be carried in two ways on the shoulder or by counterweight, the arm stretched out below. When we are in fear, one must present the tip, thrust him, do a false rising strike to force him to get back. Then one must turn the face and the staff; thrust two times front and back, turning oneself. with a thrust when Pasch only combines thrusts with vertical strikes. Furthermore, nothing in the short text of Collombon can be understood as working on the four faces or corners, though this seems to be fundamental in Pasch's exercises.
Ultimately, there are many kindred techniques that argue for confirming the assertion of a French origin to the staff material of Pasch.
However, it is very unlikely that this staff material has been translated directly from French to German. The style, the pedagogy, and the organization of the text are similar in many points to those used in the other sections of Pasch's works. There are also no known French works that could be compared in size and content. Finally but significantly, this assertion appears in the title of only one of the three known editions of the version e. One should also remember that this book was dedicated to duke Augustus himself. Hence, it seems that Pasch tried to give more value to his work by attributing a French origin not only for the material but also for the text.
II.4.2. Posterity
It seems that the works produced by Pasch have garnered more attention from historians for the series of engravings than for their content. 47 Even Anglo, in his excellent essay on representations of movement in fencing, war and dance, forgot to mention Pasch, although he was probably the only author who produced a technical treatise for each of them! 48
This also concerns the French staff material from Pasch, which was never republished in German after Pasch. At this stage, there is no evidence that the stick Pasch has been emulated in Germany. However, this apparent disaffection has also been the case in France. The French military books seem to have forgotten this weapon by the end of the seventeenth century. Neither Mannesson in 1684 nor Giffart in 1696 mention it in their books. 49 Moreover, during the eighteenth century, the staff with two ends disappeared not only from the French military scene, but also from the common vocabulary. This does not mean that the practice of staff fighting disappeared in France, but it seems to have been overshadowed in this country by the walking stick. One must wait until the second half of the nineteenth century to find technical manuals on the French staff, mostly from military contexts. However, there are many similarities between the military staff techniques from the nineteenth century and those presented by Pasch. In both the movements consist of large circles and moulinets to provide a security area around the fighter. Thrusts can be provided front and back, the fighter is invited to work facing four directions, using alternatively wide horizontal and vertical cuts. These specificities can also be found in French walking sticks techniques dedicated to face many opponents. 50 It would require a more detailed study, but it is very tempting to see one of the ancestors of the French walking stick of the nineteenth century in the staff techniques presented by Pasch.
47 Anglo, Martial Arts, Hand und Leib, . 48 
II.5. Conclusion
Johann Georg Pasch was the perfect example of the educated German middle-class that rose up after the Thirty-Year Wars. After having studied in renowned Universities, he entered into the service of the Duke of Saxe-Weissenfels. He then took the opportunity to publish books with the help of different patrons. However, the subjects differed drastically from those of other authors of his time: all of his books are pedagogical manuals dedicated to the physical instruction of the young aristocracy.
Thanks to the French cultural influence on the German court, Pasch was inclined to include the French staff in his teachings and publications. It is paradoxical to see a weapon relegated in France to the lower-class people and ignored in the French fencing treatises, being exported to the German court. The French origin adorned it with a virtue such that in 1670 this weapon received an edition dedicated directly to a Prince-Elector.
This allows us to have a technical source of great value over two hundred years before the first French technical treatise dealing with this weapon appeared.
The existence of several known editions gives the opportunity to study in detail the evolution of a technical treatise. From a presumed preliminary manuscript version of which we only know the chapter titles, Pasch published an educational treatise, then enriched it with both illustrations and text improvements. Finally, he amply supplemented the text and renewed the illustrations.
III. EDITION OF THE STAFF MATERIAL
III.1. Transcription rules
I have followed most of the transcription rules adopted by Schlottermüller in his edition of the dance manual.
The syntax and the grammar from the original text have been strictly respected, in particular the inversions between dative and accusative.
The symbol "e" above a vowel in the original texts means a diphthong and is transcribed with a dieresis following the modern custom in German. The long and short "s" have all been transcribed with the letter "s". When the two letters "sz" are ligatured, they are transcribed using the letter "ß". In one unique case, the letter "v" that has the value of "u" is transcribed with "u" (attaquiret). The numbers are all emphasized with a final point in the original editions, as was the custom in that time (for example 10. 20. und 30.) . These points have not been reproduced here.
All versions contained a large number of contracted forms for right and left (rechts and lincks) or their derivative forms. All these contracted forms have been developed in this edition. There are some rare contraction marks. The most common contraction is the nasal mark, a tilde above a letter. For example above the "n" in weñ which means wenn ( §1). Otherwise, some words have been shortened like erstl. ( §7) and neml. ( §12). These have also all been developed without mention here as erstlich and nemlich.
All historical editions followed similar rules about the fonts used. The standard text was in Fractur, and Latin, French or Italian words were written in italic Roman. In the following edition, the standard German text is in standard Roman and the Latin or French words are emphasized in italic.
Except for rare interrogation and exclamation points, the original editions used the point to mark the end of a paragraph. Inside the paragraphs, the editor used only the slash. The following edition does not follow this old use of punctuation and commas and points have been introduced following modern rules.
Finally, the capitals above the names have been generalized in the modern manner for a German text. This rule is only partially applied inside the original editions.
III.2. Organization of the edition
I made the choice to present two different versions in a two columns presentation. The c version from 1660 appears in the left column. The right column contains the critical edition, in other words an ideal version, based on the e version with some improvements using the f version.
The variation of underlining informs the reader of differences between the versions, with the help of additional notes. The meaning of each underlined section is explained below for each edition. It is important to note that only the significant modifications are emphasized and the spelling differences for a specific word have been neglected.
III.2.1. Version c
"Was das Fechten" this emphasizes a difference with the version b. An edition note gives the text from the previous version. If there is no such note, it means that it is an addition of version c without any matching text in version b.
"bekand" this emphasizes a difference between version c and the critical edition.
III.2.2. Critical edition
"floriret" this emphasizes a modification from version c, or an improvement taken from version f. In the latter case, an edition note has been added.
"Baston à deux bous, Jägerstock, halbe Pique oder der Springestock" this emphasizes a difference between version e and version f, where the ideal version kept version e.
"viertehalbe Ellen" this emphasizes parts that have been deleted in version f.
III.2.3. Revision Notes
The revision notes for each edition are located in a dedicated column beside the text. Most of these notes give the reader the text from another version for a specific passage.
In some specific cases, the discussion is too long and requires a specific paragraph. In such cases, the note refers to its dedicated paragraph inside the following section.
III.3. Specific notes
To avoid confusion, the lesson number used in the following discussion is always that of the critical edition.
III.3.1. Lesson 3
The sentence In diesen Stockaden mustu dich jederzeit lincks herum kehren. Es wird aber glißiret und zugetreten wie in der vorhergehenden andern Lection. is missing in version f and was replaced by two indications for the direction of rotation: lincks herumb hernach halbe herumb and ferner halb lincks herumb. These indications are less accurate than the text of the previous version. In my opinion, Pasch made these modifications to reduce the size of the paragraph.
III.3.2. Lessons 14, 15, 18, 19, 20
In these lessons, first added in version e, Pasch used the word Schlag instead of Hieb to refer to the strikes done. However, these lessons are all variants of lessons on the horizontal strikes, which are normally called Hiebe by Pasch.
These paragraphs have all been added in a late version and maybe Pasch used the word Schlag in its generic meaning here. To avoid any confusion, in these lessons I chose to substitute Hieb -or its plural form Hieben when convenient-for Schlag or Schläge.
III.3.3. Lesson 16
Version f differs from all other versions in the footwork. However, it appears to be a correction made by Pasch. The first foot position in the text is at the beginning: Wann nun zuletzt dein L. Fuß hinten stehet. Version f differs and indicates instead R. Fuß. Actually, picture 12 in version c or picture 21 in the later versions depicts this position, and clearly shows the left foot forward. This is also not coherent with the second part of the lesson, which begins with wenn nun dein rechten Fuß vorstehet. It explains how to do the movement backward, beginning with the right foot forward. To my understanding of the lesson, version f is the correct one and I used this in the critical edition.
III.3.4. Lesson 25
Version c substitutes the sentence weiter auff deine lincke Seite lincks herum und trit mit deinem rechten Fuß, folgends auff with the homeoteleuton folgends auff auff, which was likely an edition mistake. The following known edition, e, does not correct the mistake but removes one of the auff.
This mistake combines with another mistake, which appears also in version c: an inversion from rechten Fuß to lincken Fuß just before the previous mistake. The lesson became very confused, which could explain why Pasch chose to rewrite the paragraph entirely in his bilingual version f.
For all these reasons, I chose to publish the text from the last version f instead of a corrected version in the style of the previous versions. 
III.4. Edition Version c from 1660 Notes
IV.2. Collombon's text about baston à deux bouts
This extract comes from the book of Collombon, pages 15 to 16. It is the most detailed technical source on the French staff of the seventeenth century, though the extensive use of technical terms without any explanations makes it difficult to understand.
Le jeu du Baston à deux bout.
Le baston à deux bout se porte de deux façons sur l'épaule ou bien en contrepoids, le bras estendu en bas, lors qu'on est en crainte, faut presenter la pointe, luy envoyer une estocade, faire un faut montant pour le faire retirer, puis tourner visage, faire virer le baston, tirer deux estocades devant & dernier 51 en se tournant. Puis les faux montans de deux costez, puis les passées en tournant le corps, les faire deux fois, puis le moulinet, envoyant une estocade dernier, le faire deux fois en parant, puis le point en dernier, le faire deux fois, puis le moulinet en déchargeant, le faire deux fois en changeant de main, puis le moulinet passant par devant, puis les décharges, passant dessous le baston, les faire deux fois, puis les doubler, décharger deux fois puis les largir, tourner le corps, les faire deux fois, puis s'arrester pour voir dequel costé faut aller, puis tirer les quatre pointes devant, dernier, faire comme estant en lieu estroit, & ce qui est necessaire de faire ; Car il ne faut pas chercher le commencement ny la fin, mais se servir des tours qui vous puissent servir. Voila tout le jeu du baston à deux bout.
